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With the widespread use of renewable energy worldwide, the impact of its

randomness and volatility on the grid is increasing. To promote the

consumption of renewable energy, the traditional grid is being transformed

into a complex grid with integrated source–grid–load–storage. Since the

complex grid has the characteristics of source–grid–load–storage

interaction, the traditional grid investment decision method will no longer be

applicable. First, this study proposes the unilateral indexes of source, grid, load,

and storage in complex grids and the interactive indexes considering

grid–source interaction, load–grid interaction, source–load interaction,

source–storage interaction, load–storage interaction, and grid–storage

interaction are proposed to establish the investment decision system. Then,

a hesitance fuzzy linguistic term set combined with regret theory is used to

calculate the specific values of the subjectivity index, taking into full

consideration the regret avoidance and loss avoidance psychology of

investors. In order to comprehensively consider the index preference of

investors and the objectivity of weight assignment, a combined weighting

method based on the analytic network process (ANP) and entropy weight

method (EWM) is obtained according to the game theory method. Finally,

using a grid in a region of southwest China as an example, the results

demonstrate that the construction order obtained in this study can prioritize

the projects with the largest comprehensive benefits while considering the

subjective preferences of decision-makers and the objectivity of the indexes.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid growth of the world economy and progress of the

society, energy consumption is increasing. Although governments have strongly

supported the use of renewable energy recently, traditional fossil energy still

dominates the global energy structure. For example, data from the National
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Energy Administration indicate that the proportion of coal in

China’s energy composition reaches 56% (NEA, 2022), which

greatly exceeds the proportion of other energy sources. The

large amount of greenhouse gases emitted by the large-scale

use of coal puts a huge pressure on the environment. New

energy sources such as wind power and photovoltaics have

the advantages of low pollution, large reserves, renewable,

and low pressure on the environment (Mohtasham, 2015),

making them the primary choice for solving today’s serious

environmental pollution and resource depletion problems.

However, with the widespread use of new energy sources,

their randomness, volatility, and uncertainty (Li et al., 2019)

add modulation difficulties and operational risks to the need

for safe and stable operation of power grids, which restricts

the development and utilization of renewable energy sources

to a certain degree and also cause difficulties in grid

connection. Electrochemical energy storage (Zhang, 2013)

and flexible load (Chen et al., 2018) can achieve a balance

between electricity production and consumption which

is why they are widely used in grids containing large

amounts of renewable energy. With the rise of renewable

energy, flexible load, and electrochemical energy storage

in traditional power grids, their degree of grid–source,

load–grid, source–load, source–storage, load–storage,

and grid–storage interaction is deepening and their

integration is strengthening, forming a complex grid

with source–grid–load–storage integration. The

construction of a safe, stable, economical, and efficient

complex grid has become an urgent need for investors (Liu

et al., 2016).

Since the traditional grid investment decision method focuses

mainly on the unilateral indexes of source–grid–load–storage, the

coupling influence between source–grid–load–storage is not

considered comprehensively, and its investment decision

may have inaccurate results. For example, electrochemical

energy storage and grid interaction can regulate peak and

frequency (Dasgupta et al., 2015), reduce grid-side grid loss

and the amount of heavy load line, improve its network

coordination, and thus achieve the purpose of slowing down

the construction of new lines. The construction of flexible load

near power sources can promote the local consumption of new

energy (Yang et al., 2021), which can play a role in reducing the

pressure of new energy outgoing and thus slow down the

construction of new lines. In the interaction between

electrochemical energy storage and flexible load and power

supply, both can play a role in reducing abandoned wind and

solar power and maintaining the power balance of the grid, so

electrochemical energy storage and flexible load will also

influence the construction order of each other. Due to the

aforementioned reasons, the traditional investment decision

method is difficult to meet the complex grid construction needs

under the source–grid–load–storage integration conditions,

and a new investment decision method is urgently needed.

The main contributions of this study are as follows: 1) an

investment decision index system that takes into account the

interaction of each side of the complex grid is established,

which can comprehensively evaluate the safety, technicality,

and economy of each part of the source–grid–load–storage. 2)

An EWM–ANP combination weighting method based on

game theory is established, considering the interaction and

feedback relationship of each part of the complex grid, and the

subjective preferences of decision makers and the objectivity

of the indexes are fully considered. 3) A subjective index

calculation method based on hesitation and regret theory is

obtained, taking into account the hesitation and regret

psychology of decision makers. The subjective index

calculation method based on hesitation linguistic fuzzy

term set-regret theory is obtained by accounting for the

hesitation and regret psychology of decision makers.

Our study analyzed a total of 16 projects to be built on each

side of the source–grid–load–storage in an actual grid in a region

of southwest China, and the construction order of the projects to

be built on each side of the complex grid is derived using the

distance vector merging algorithm (Wang et al., 2019). Our

results emphasize that 1) the method in this study

comprehensively considers technical, economic, and safety

perspectives, and not the better economic projects are built

first. 2) The weights in this study consider the different

interaction and feedback relationships of each side of

source–grid–load–storage, so the weights of each side are

different.

2 Literature review

The power system investment decision method mainly

focuses on the establishment of the index system and the

research with the weighting method. For the establishment of

the index system, the Zhang et al. (2021a) constructed the

distributed generation source investment decision system from

economic benefits and environmental benefits. (Şengül et al.,

2015; Koponen and le Net, 2021) constructed the renewable

energy investment decision index system from technology,

economy, environment, and society. (Ma et al., 2019; Wang

et al., 2019; Qian et al., 2022) established a comprehensive

decision system for grid investment from technical benefit,

economic benefit, and social benefit. Zhang et al. (2021b)

established a comprehensive decision system for multi-energy

systems from the investment cost of the distribution grid,

renewable energy, and electrochemical energy storage

equipment. Li et al. (2021) evaluated the effect of flexible load

participation in grid interaction from interaction participation,
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interaction effect, and grid security. Han et al. (2016) established

an economic decision method for coupled photovoltaic-storage-

microgrid systems based on cost–benefit analysis with the

objective of the maximum life-cycle net profit.

In the study of weighting methods, there are methods

such as the analysis hierarchical process (Gao et al., 2021),

analytic network process (Xiao et al., 2004), Delphi method

(Zeng et al., 2016), principal component analysis (Liu et al.,

2015), entropy weight method (Kao and van Roy, 2014), anti-

entropy weight method (Liu et al., 2019), gray relational

analysis (Xiang et al., 2019), coefficient of variation

method (Zhang et al., 2018), and the combination methods

of the aforementioned methods for weighting (Zhu and

Zhang, 2019). In the analysis hierarchical process (AHP),

the indexes are independent of each other, which is not

applicable for assigning weight investment decisions with

interactions in a complex grid. The analytic network process

has a very complex computational process. The Delphi

method is time-consuming. The principal component

analysis method needs to ensure that several principal

components extracted have an actual background and

meaningful interpretation. The entropy weight method,

anti-entropy weight method, and the coefficient of

variation method generally have the disadvantage that the

subjective preferences of decision makers are not taken into

account and the weights change with the modeled samples.

Gray relational analysis requires a large amount of data, and

the data should follow a typical distribution of some

mathematical statistics.

To solve the aforementioned issues, an investment

decision system that takes into account the

source–grid–load–storage interaction of a complex grid was

established in this study. In order to consider the hesitation

and regret psychology of experts, hesitance fuzzy linguistic

term sets combined with regret theory were used to calculate

the qualitative index. In order to consider the dependency and

feedback relationship of source–grid–load–storage indexes

and overcome the shortage of the subjective assignment

method, a combined weighting method based on the game

theory of the analytic network process and entropy weight

method was proposed so that the assigned weights have the

advantage of expert experience and avoid the subjective

arbitrariness of assignment. It can be observed from the

results of the algorithm (Ma et al., 2019) that the method

can provide decision-making support for complex grid

investments.

However, to our knowledge, there are few index systems that

comprehensively consider the interactions between

source–grid–load–storage and can simultaneously evaluate

projects on each side of the source–grid–load–storage in a

complex grid. Regarding weighting methods, there is rarely

any weighting method that considers the interaction and

feedback of the components in a complex grid and the

subjective preferences of decision makers and the objectivity

of the indexes.

3 Interaction of a complex grid

The electrochemical energy storage has different interactions

due to the different construction locations. If the electrochemical

energy storage is built on the power side, it can interact with the

power source and play a role in reducing curtailment of wind

power and solar power. However, if the energy storage is built on

the grid side, it can interact with the grid and play the role of peak

shaving and frequency regulation. Similarly, if the energy storage

is built on the load side, it can play the role of earning the

difference between peak and valley electricity price. Figure 1

illustrates the source–grid–load–storage interaction.

4 Investment decision index system
of a complex grid

Here, a two-dimensional structure model of a complex power

grid investment decision-making index system, which considers

the single side and multiple interactions of

source–grid–load–storage, is established. In Figure 2, the i, j

flat represents the interaction of the source–grid–load–storage.

The points on the axis parallels represent the influence within a

single side, for example, point M represents the influence of the

source itself. Points beyond the axis bisector indicate the

influence of multiple interactions. For example, point N

indicates the influence of grid–source interaction, and point P

indicates the influence of source–load interaction.

From Figures 1, 2, the security impact and economic benefits

generated by the energy flow of each part of the complex grid are

analyzed. Its investment decision index system contains unilateral

indexes of source–grid–load–storage and interactive indexes of

grid–source, load–grid, source–load, source–storage, grid–storage,

and load–storage. The decision indexes are selected according

to the principles of comprehensiveness, comparability,

operability, and qualitative with quantitative combination.

On the power side, the single-side indexes in Figure 4 are

selected to measure the operational characteristics of the

complex grid under high penetration of new energy. On

the grid side, the single-side indexes in Figure 5 are

selected to measure its security. On the load side, the

single-side indexes in Figure 6 are selected to measure its

participation in the grid regulation process and its impact on

the grid. On the electrochemical energy storage side, the

single-side indexes in Figure 7 are selected to measure its

degree of interaction with the complex grid and its own

technical sophistication. In terms of single-side indexes,

each side contains four quantitative indexes and one

qualitative index. On the interaction side, each side
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contains four economic efficiency indexes (quantitative

indexes), of which the first two indexes are the interaction

benefits and the next two indexes are the annual investment

benefit ratio and payback period. The adoption of an index

system with a completely consistent structure on each side of

the source–grid–load–storage can ensure the accuracy of

subsequent weighting using the ANP and AHP.

4.1 Calculation of the qualitative index

The unilateral subjectivity index (Q) for each side of the

source–grid–load–storage is calculated from the four

attributes (S1 to S4) in Figure 3 under different risk states

(W1 to W3).

Step 1: Determine the fuzzy level and its corresponding

triangular fuzzy number.

The set of hesitant fuzzy linguistic terms is represented by the

triangular fuzzy number ~x � (~xl, ~xm, ~xu). The fuzzy rank of the

triangular fuzzy number (very poor, poor, rather poor, normal,

good, and very good) is used to represent the scoring of the

experts, and the set of linguistic terms is
~S � {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6}. M = {1, 2, . . ., m}, N = {1, 2,

. . ., n}, and T = {1, 2, . . ., t}.

X = {X1, X2, . . ., Xm} represents the set of m alternatives,

where Xj represents the jth alternative, j∈M. Y = {Y1, Y2, . . ., Yn}

represents the set of n attributes, where Yi represents the ith

attribute, i∈N.w = {w1,w2, . . .,wn} represents the set of nweights,

FIGURE 1
Diagram of source–grid–load–storage interaction.

FIGURE 2
Two-dimensional structural model of
source–grid–load–storage decision indexes.

FIGURE 3
Unilateral subjectivity index.
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where wi represents the weight of attribute Yi satisfying wi ≥
0 and ∑n

i�1ωi � 1. W = {W1, W2, . . ., Wk} represents the set of

natural states, k∈T, in Supplementary Appendix Tables

SA1–SA3. The risk-based multi-attribute decision matrix table

given by the expert is shown in Supplementary Appendix S1.

There are three natural states of W1, W2, and W3 and four

attributes of Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4.

The optimal value of each attribute for each alternative for

different states of nature is determined to be the positive ideal

point of the attribute value and is expressed as Eq. 1:

~xk+
i �

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
( max

1≤ j≤m
{xkl

ji}, max
1≤ j≤m

{xkm
ji }, max

1≤ j≤m
{xku

ji }), c ∈ Nb,

( min
1≤ j≤m

{xkl
ji}, min

1≤ j≤m
{xkm

ji }, min
1≤ j≤m

{xku
ji }), c ∈ Nc.

(1)

According to equation Eq. 1, the positive ideal points of state

W1 can be taken as ~x1+
1 , ~x1+

2 , ~x1+
3 , ~x1+4 . The positive ideal points of

state W2 are ~x2+
1 , ~x2+

2 , ~x2+
3 , ~x2+

4 . The positive ideal points of state

W3 are ~x3+
1 , ~x3+

2 , ~x3+
3 , ~x3+

4 .

Step 2: Normalization of the matrix.

The decision matrix D can be normalized using the following

equation to eliminate the influence of different physical

magnitudes on the index values, thus obtaining the

normalized decision matrix B. equation.

B� [~bkji]m×n×t
,~b

k

ji � (~bklji ,~bkmji ,~bkμji )
�⎧⎨⎩(~xkl

ji/xkμ+
i , ~xkm

ji /xkm+
i ,(~xku

ji /xkl+
i )∧ 1), j ∈M,i ∈Nb,k ∈T,(~xkl+

j /xku
ji , ~x

km+
i /xkm

i ,(~xku+
i /xkl

ji)∧ 1), j ∈M,i ∈Nc,k ∈T.

(2)

Step 3: Regret perception computing.

Regret perception is calculated by the following equation.

R(Δ~b) � 1 − exp(−δΔ~b), (3)

where δ (δ > 0) is the regret avoidance coefficient, which

represents the difference between the utility values of the two

options. The larger the δ is, the greater the degree of regret

avoidance of the decisionmaker. According to Eq. 4, the obtained

perceived attribute values for each attribute in the plan are as

follows.

~h
k

ji � ~b
k

ji + R(Δ~b) � ~b
k

ji + 1 − exp(−δΔ~b) � ~b
k

ji + 1 − exp

( − δ(~bkji − ~b
k+
i )), ~bk+i � ( max

1≤ j≤m
(~bkuji ), max

1≤ j≤m
(~bkmji ), max

1≤ j≤m
(~bklji)).

(4)

Then, the regret perception decision matrix is H �
[~h~jk]m×k×t.

Step 4: The group utility value and individual regret value can

be solved by Eq. 5.

Skj � ∑n
i�1
ωi

�����~hk+i − ~h
k

ji

�����/����~hk+i − ~h
k−
i

����,
Rk
j � max

1≤ i≤ n
[ωi

�����~hk+i − ~h
k

ji

�����/����~hk+i − ~h
k−
i

����],
~h
k+
i � ( max

i≤ j≤m
{hklji}, max

i≤ j≤m
{hkmji }, max

i≤ j≤m
{hkuji }},

~h
k−
i � ( min

i≤ j≤m
{hklji}, min

i≤ j≤m
{hkmji }, min

i≤ j≤m
{hkuji }].

(5)

Step 5: Decision values for subjective indexes are shown as

Eq. 6.

Qk
j �

v(Skj − Sk+)
Sk− − Sk+

+ (1 − v)(Rk
j − Rk+)

Rk− − Rk+ ,

Qj � ∑t
k�1

pkQk
j , j ∈ M, k ∈ T,

(6)

where Sk+ � min
l≤ j≤m

Skj , Sk− � max
l≤ j≤m

Skj , Rk+ � min
l≤ j≤m

Rk
j , and

Rk− � max
I≤ j≤m

Rk
j , and the value of v is 0.5 in this study.

Step 6: Solving the optimal solution.

minQj

s.t. pl
k ≤pk ≤pu

k, k ∈ T,

∑t
k�1

pk � 1,

Qj � ∑t
k�1

pkQk
j , j ∈ M, k ∈ T.

(7)

It should be noted that Qj is the calculated minimal index,

which needs to be transformed into a maximal index when

performing the calculation of the combined value of indexes.

The values ofQj are shown in Supplementary Appendix Table S4.

In the subsequent calculation of the combined value of indexes

for the project to be built, Qj is used to represent the combined

value of indexes S1, S2, S3, and S4. The calculation results are

shown in Supplementary Appendix S1.

4.2 Calculation of quantitative indexes on
the source side

The wind speed is simulated as follows:

fw(v) � k

c
(v
c
)k−1

exp[ − (v
c
)k], (8)

Pw �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 v#vci, vPvco

Prp
v3 − v3ci
v3r − v3ci

vci < v< vr

Pr vr < v< vco

. (9)

In Eq. 8, c and k are the scale and shape parameters,

respectively, and c reflects the average wind speed of the wind

power plant. c is taken as 22.64 and v as 24.1. The wind power
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output is calculated as follows. In Eq. 9, vci is the cut-in wind

speed, vr is the rated wind speed, and vco is the cut-out wind

speed. The calculation method of photovoltaic output is the same

as that of wind power and will not be repeated here.

The source-side investment decision indexes are shown in

Figure 4.

The new energy output fluctuation rate (Liou and Wang

Maojiun, 1992) is calculated as Eq. 10.

F11 � PNE
max − PNE

min .

PNE
max

(10)

PNE max is the maximum power generated by new energy in a

typical day, MW; PNE min is the minimum power generated by

new energy in that day, MW.

The new energy effective utilization rate (Zhao et al., 2015) is

calculated as Eq. 11.

F12 � ENEp
NG

PNE
NGT

. (11)

ENE* NG is the actual annual output of new energy, MW·h; PNE
NG is the installed capacity of new energy, MW; and T is

8760 hours (total number of hours in a year).

The capacity effective degree is calculated as Eq. 12.

F13 � ENEp
NG

Eall
*
. (12)

E* all is the actual annual generation capacity of all units, MW·h.
Carbon cost is calculated as Eq. 13.

F14 � kCO2E
NE*
NG λCO2*0.1. (13)

In the aforementioned Eq. 13, kCO2 is the carbon emission

factor, and the typical value of the carbon emission factor of the

southern power grid (Zhang et al., 2018) is 0.5721 kg/(kW·h),

λCO2 is the unit carbon emission trading price of 0.0585 yuan/kg,

and the unit of F14,power is 10000 yuan.

New energy generation tariff revenue is calculated as Eq. 14.

A51 � ENE*
NG *MNewenergy*0.1. (14)

MNewenergy is the new energy generation tariff, yuan/(kW·h), and
the unit of A51,G-p is million yuan.

New energy generation environmental revenue is calculated

as Eq. 15.

A52 � ENE*
NG *kCO2*MCarbon*0.1. (15)

MCarbon is the unit price of the environmental revenue of new

energy generation, yuan/kg, and the unit of A52,G-p is

10000 yuan.

New energy annual return on investment is calculated as

Eq. 16.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

AnnualPowercost � ((1 + xwp%)cwpEwp) (1 + r)TLifespanp r

(1 + r)TLifespanp − 1
Photovoltaic,

AnnualPowercost � ((1 + xww%)cwwEww) (1 + r)TLifespanw r

(1 + r)TLifespanw − 1
Wind,

A53 � A51 + A52

AnnualPowercost
.

(16)

cwp and cww are the unit power price of photovoltaic and wind

power, million/MW; Ewp and Eww are the rated power of

photovoltaic and wind power, MW, respectively. Tlifespanp and

Tlifespanw are the full life cycle of photovoltaic and wind power,

years; r is the social average annual return on investment, which

is taken as 8% in this study. xwp% and xww% are the ratio of the

operating cost and initial investment of photovoltaic and wind

power, respectively. The unit of Annualpowercost is 10000 yuan.

The new energy payback period is calculated as Eq. 17.

FIGURE 4
Source-side investment decision indexes.
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A54 �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

AnnualPowercost*TLifespanp

A51 + A52
Photovoltaic,

AnnualPowercost*TLifespanw

A51 + A52
Wind.

(17)

4.3 Calculation of quantitative indexes on
the grid side

The grid-side investment decision indexes are shown in

Figure 5.

Network coordination is calculated as Eq. 18.

F21 � PNE
max − PNE

min

PNE
max

. (18)

NL is the total number of power grid lines, Lk is the load rate

of the ith line, and L
−
is the average of the load rates of NL lines.

The N-1 pass rate is calculated as Eq. 19, and Np is the

number of lines that passes the N-1 security check.

F22 � Np

NL
. (19)

Grid loss is calculated as Eq. 20.

F23 � ∑
(ij)∈Ωl

[gij(V2
i + V2

j − 2ViVj cos θij)]*10−6. (20)

Ωl is the set of all branches in the grid. Vi and Vj are the voltage

amplitudes of nodes i and j in the grid, respectively. gij andij are

the conductance and phase angle differences of nodes i and j in

the grid, respectively. The unit of F23,grid is MW.

The grid heavy load rate is calculated as Eq. 21.

F24 � NHL

NL
. (21)

NHF is the number of heavy load lines. In this study, the

annual maximum load rate exceeds 70% and lasts for more than

1 hour as a heavy load line.

Revenue from additional electricity sales is calculated as

Eq. 22.

A61 � ELoss*
IE *MGrid*0.1. (22)

ELoss* IE is the annual incremental electricity sales, MW·h.
MGrid is the electricity sale price, yuan/(kW·h). The unit of A61,L-g

is 10,000 yuan.

Political subsidy from reduced grid loss is calculated as

Eq. 23.

A62 � ELoss*
IE *MGrid*0.1. (23)

Mreward is the unit price of the reward, yuan/(MW·h). The
unit of A62,L-g is 10000 yuan.

New line annual return on investment is calculated as Eq. 24:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Annualgridcost � ((1 + xg%)cgLg) (1 + r)TLifespangr

(1 + r)TLifespang − 1
,

A63 � A61 + A62

Annualgridcost
.

(24)

cg is the cost per kilometer of the transmission line, 10000 yuan/

km. Lg is the length of the transmission line, km. Tlifespang is the

full life cycle of the transmission line, years. xg% is the ratio of the

operating cost of the transmission line to the initial investment.

The unit of Annualgridrcost is 10000 yuan.

The new line payback period is calculated as Eq. 25.

A64 � Annualgridrcost*TLifespang

A61 + A62
. (25)

FIGURE 5
Grid-side investment decision indexes.
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4.4 Calculation of quantitative indexes on
the load side

The load-side investment decision indexes are shown in

Figure 6.

The maximum peak-to-valley difference rate is

calculated as Eq. 26, and PLoad t is the power of the

flexible load at moment t in day D, MW. max
t∈D

(PLoad
t ) and

min
t∈D

(PLoad
t ) are the maximum and minimum values of the

flexible load on day D, respectively.

F31 �
(max

t∈D
(PLoad

t ) −min
t∈D

(PLoad
t ))

max
t∈D

(PLoad
t ) . (26)

Load response potential is calculated as Eq. 27.

F32 �

�
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pi,max(t) − Pi,0(t)
Pi,0(t) , Increased power after interaction,

Pi,min(t) − Pi,0(t)
Pi,0(t) , Decreased power after interaction.

(27)
Pi,max(t), Pi,min(t), and Pi,0(t) are the maximum power, minimum

power, and rated power that can be reached after the flexible load

participates in the demand-side response at time t, respectively,

all in MW.

The demand-side response degree is calculated as Eq. 28, and

Pi(t) is the actual interactive power of the flexible load, MW.

F33 � Pi(t) − Pi,0(t)
Pi,0(t)F32,load(t). (28)

Interactive load flow entropy is calculated as Eq. 29.

F34 � −ln 10∑n−1
j

lj
NL

lnNL. (29)

Given a constant sequence R = {R1,R2,R3,. . .,Rn}, lj is the

number of lines whose load rate rj satisfies rj∈(Rj,Rj+1].

In this study, the internet data center load is used as an

example of a revenue stream in the form of rack rental, IT

electricity tax credit revenue, settlement revenue, and bandwidth

revenue. Flexible load operation revenue is calculated as Eq. 30.

A71 � Pi,0(t)*MIDC*100. (30)

MIDC is the unit revenue of the internet data center, yuan/

W·years. The unit of A72,P-l is 10000 Yuan.

Revenue from reduced grid loss is calculated as Eq. 31.

A72 � (ELoss*
BeforeLoad − ELoss*

AfterLoad)*MGrid. (31)

ELoss* BeforeLoad and ELoss* AfterLoad are the total annual loss

of the grid before and after the new flexible load, MW. The unit of

A71,P-l is 10000 yuan.

Flexible load annual return on investment is calculated as

Eq. 32.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
AnnualLoadcost � ((1 + xl%)clPl) (1 + r)TLifespanlr

(1 + r)TLifespanl − 1
,

A73 � A71 + A72

AnnualLoadcost
.

(32)

cl is the price per unit power of the flexible load, million/(MW·h).
Pl is the rated power of the flexible load, MW·h. Tlifespanl is the full
life cycle of the flexible load, years. xl% is the ratio of the

operating cost of the flexible load to the initial investment,

and the unit of Annualloadcost is 10000 yuan.

The flexible load payback period is calculated as Eq. 33.

FIGURE 6
Grid-side investment decision indexes.
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A74 � AnnualPowercost*TLifespanw

A71 + A72
(33)

.

4.5 Calculation of quantitative indexes on
the storage side

The storage-side investment decision indexes are shown in

Figure 7. The electrochemical energy storage whole life cycle cost

is calculated as Eq. 34.

F41 � ((1 + xs%)ceEstorage

+ (1 + ys%)cpPstorage) (1 + r)TLifespanr

(1 + r)TLifespan − 1
. (34)

ce and cp are the price per unit capacity and the price per unit

power of electrochemical energy storage, respectively,

10000 yuan/(MW·h). Estorage and Pstorage are the rated capacity

(MW·h) and rated power (MW) of the electrochemical energy

storage power plant, respectively, and Tlifespan is the whole life

cycle of the electrochemical energy storage power plant. xs% and

ys% are the ratio of the operating cost of electrochemical energy

storage capacity and power to initial investment. F41,storage is in

million yuan.

The electrochemical energy storage average discharge depth

is calculated as Eq. 35.

F42 � 1
k
∑k
i�1
EDi. (35)

EDi is the electricity released during the ith discharge of the

electrochemical energy storage system, MW. k is the number of

discharges of the electrochemical energy storage device during

the year.

Electrochemical energy storage annual electricity loss is

calculated as Eq. 36.

F43 � ∑T
t�1

(uESS
t PESS,c

t − vESSt PESS,d
t ). (36)

PESS,c t and PESS,d t are the charging and discharging power of

the electrochemical energy storage at hour t, MW, respectively.

uESS t and vESS t are the charging and discharging characteristic

variables of the electrochemical energy storage, respectively, and

cannot be 1 at the same time.When uESS t = 1 and vESS t = 0, the

electrochemical energy storage plant is in the charging state.

When uESS t = 0 and vESS t = 1, the electrochemical energy

storage plant is discharging. When uESS t = 1 and vESS t = 0, the

storage plant is in the static state. F43,storage is in MW.

The electrochemical energy storage annual operating hours

are calculated as Eq. 37.

F44 � ∑T
t�1

(uESS
t + vESSt ). (37)

Reduced curtailment of wind power and solar power revenue

is calculated as Eq. 38.

A81 � (EAW + EAP)*MP−s. (38)
EAW and EAP are the annual abandoned wind power and

abandoned photovoltaic power reduced by the electrochemical

energy storage, respectively, MW·h. MP-s is the reward

coefficient, 10000 yuan/(MW·h). The unit of A81, is 10000 yuan.

Delayed installed generation annual revenue is calculated as

Eq. 39, and er denotes the price per unit of power backup

capacity, million/(MW·h). The unit of A82,P-s is million yuan.

A82 � er∑T
t�1
vESSt PESS,d

t . (39)

The difference earned between peak and valley electricity

prices is calculated as Eq. 40.

A91 � ΔQ(pf − pg)*0.1. (40)

FIGURE 7
Storage-side investment decision indexes.
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ΔQ is the total amount of electricity charged through the

electrochemical energy storage system throughout the year,

MW·h. Pf and Pg are the peak and valley tariffs implemented

in the region, respectively, yuan/(kW·h). A91,L-s are in

million yuan.

The electrochemical energy storage subsidy revenue (Han

et al., 2014) is calculated as Eq. 41.

A92 � Δpfmf*0.1. (41)

ΔPf is the annual peak load reduction after grid access to

electrochemical energy storage, MW·h. mf is the reward

received per unit peak load reduction, yuan/(kW·h). The unit

of A92,L-s is 10000 yuan.

The peak-shaving revenue is calculated as Eq. 42.

A10,1 � emPRC*0.1. (42)

em is the unit peaking revenue of electrochemical energy storage,

yuan/(kW·h). PRC is the annual peaking electricity of

electrochemical energy storage, MW·h. The unit of A10,1,G-s is

10000 yuan.

Revenue from reduced grid loss is calculated as Eq. 43.

A10,2 � ∑NT

i�1
ΔQloss*MGrid*0.1. (43)

ΔQloss represents the amount of change in grid loss before and

after new electrochemical energy storage, MW. The unit of

A10,2,G-s is 10000 yuan.

Let the electrochemical energy storage and source–grid–load

interaction revenue be A1,s and A2,s.

The electrochemical energy storage return on investment is

calculated as Eq. 44.

A3 � A1,s + A2,s

F41
. (44)

The electrochemical energy storage payback period is

calculated as Eq. 45.

A4 � F41,storage*TLifespan

A1,s + A2,s
. (45)

5 Determination of index weights

5.1 Entropy weight method

The basic principle of the entropy weight method is to assign

different weights to the data according to the magnitude of data

variation, which is expressed by information entropy.

H(x) � −∑n
i�1

[p(xi) ln(p(xi))]. (46)

x is a situation in which event X happens. Then, the

probability of this situation happening is p(x) and n is the

number of items.

Applying EWM to the calculations in this study, the index

matrix first needs to be standardized matrix Z. The following Eq.

47 is the standardization equation.

z̃ij �
xij −min {x1j, x2j, . . .xnj}

max {x1j, x2j, . . .xnj} −min {x1j, x2j, . . .xnj}. (47)

Then, the weight of the ith item under the jth index is

calculated and considered the probability in the relative

entropy calculation: pij � zij/∑n
i�1zij, which is then normalized

by the information entropy calculation equation.

ej � − 1
ln n

∑n
i�1
pij ln(pij). (48)

Finally, the entropy weight of the indexes is calculated.

Wj � (1 − ej)/∑m
j�1

(1 − ej). (49)

In Eq. 49, m is the number of indexes.

5.2 Analytic network process

The ANP is an extension of the AHP which is mainly aimed

at situations where the structure of the decision problem is

dependent and feedback-oriented. The structure of the ANP is

in the form of a network cycle, where one level of the system can

be both dominant and indirectly dominated by other levels,

FIGURE 8
ANP structure diagram.
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which can be represented by a network with nodes, as shown in

Figure 8 below.

As can be seen from the aforementioned figure, the ANP

divides the system elements into the control layer and network

layer. The control layer consists of a decision objective A and a

decision criterion (B1, B2, . . ., BM). The network layer consists of

all the element groups (C1, C2, . . ., CN) that are subject to the

decisions of the control layer. The elements in the element group

Ci (i = 1, . . ., N) are ei1, ei2, . . ., eini.

By Figure 9, the calculation flow of ANP is as follows:

Step 1: Describe the element relevance, build and calculate

the element judgment matrix, and construct the unweighted

supermatrix.

With the control layer Bk as the criterion and the element

ejt(ej1, ej2, . . ., ejnj) in Cj(j = 1, . . ., N) as the sub-criterion. The

elements in the element set Ci build the judgment matrix

according to their degree of influence on the elements in Cj.

In Eq. 50, the column vector ofWij is the column vector of the

degree of influence of the elements in the element set Ci on its

own elements, whose value is shown in Supplementary Appendix

Tables SB5–SB16.

Wij �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
w(j1)i1 w(j2)i1 /

w(j1)i2 w(j2)i2 /

..

.

w(j1)ini w(j2)ini /

w(jnj)i1

w(jnj)i2

w(jnj)ini

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (50)

Then, the unweighted supermatrixW is constituted by the degree of

influenceofallelementsintheelementsetCi(i=1,...,N)onallelements

in the element set Cj(j = 1,..., N) under the criterion Bk as Eq. 51.

1/n1 1/n2/1/nN

W �
1/n1
1/n2
..
.

1/nN

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
W11 W12/
W21 W22/

..

.

WN1 WN2/

W1N

W2N

WNN

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (51)

Step 2: Build the weighting matrix of the set of elements.

Taking the control layer Bk as the criterion, a weighting

matrix is constructed for the degree of influence of the element

set Ci on Cj.

Then, the weighting matrixD is Eq. 52, whose value is shown

in Supplementary Appendix Tables SB3–SB4.

D �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
d11/
d21/

..

.

dN1/

d1N

d2N

dNN

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (52)

Step 3: Using the weighting matrix D to assign weights to the

unweighted supermatrix W to obtain the weighted supermatrix

as Eq. 53. The value of W is shown in Supplementary Appendix

Tables SB17.

Wij

— � dijWij. (53)

Step 4: Build the limiting matrix and obtain the weights of

each element.

The elements in the weighted supermatrix �W are still Wij,

which reflects the first-step dominance of element i over

element j, recorded as a �W(1). The value of �W is shown in

Supplementary Appendix Tables SB18. The second-step

dominance of element i over element j is ∑N
m�1W

(1)
im W(1)

mj ,

recorded as �W(2). The limiting dominance is the cumulative

effect of influence so that the tth-step dominance of element i

over element j is as Eq. 54.

�W(t)
ij � ∑N

m�1
�W(t−1)

im
�W(t−1)

mj . (54)

The limit exists when �W(t) is at t → ∞, i.e.,

�W(∞) � lim
t ####→∞

�W(t). (55)

FIGURE 9
ANP calculation workflows.
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Then, the jth column of �W(∞) is the weight of each element

under Bk. The value of �W(∞) is shown in Supplementary

Appendix Tables SB19.

5.3 Combined weighting method

The combined weighting method is used to assign weights to

complex grid investment indexes so that decision makers can

take advantage of their own experience in the decision-making

process and avoid the subjective arbitrariness of assigning

weights. This study adopts the game theory approach to

obtain the combination weights and uses W to represent the

weight vector of combination weights,Wa to represent the weight

vector derived from the ANP, and We to represent the weight

vector derived from EWM. According to the Nash equilibrium

principle, the optimal value of the combination weightW should

be the equilibrium state between the two sides of the game, when

the sum of the deviations of W and Wa and We is the smallest.

The optimal linear combination coefficients α* and β* are

found with the objective function of minimizing the sum of the

deviations of W and Wa and W and We (Liu et al., 2021). Then,

the objective function and constraints for the calculation ofW are

as Eq. 56.

min(‖W −Wa‖2+‖W −We‖2)
� min(����αWa + βWe −Wa‖2 +

����αWa + βWe −We‖2),
s.t. α + β � 1, α, β≥ 0.

(56)

According to the principle of differentiation, the conditions

for the derivative of Eq. 55 to obtain the minimum value are as

expressed as Eq. 57.

{ αWaW
T
a + βWaW

T
e � WaW

T
a ,

αWeW
T
a + βWeW

T
e � WeW

T
e .

(57)

The values of α and β are then normalized to obtain α*

and β*.

α* � |α|
|α| + ∣∣∣∣β∣∣∣∣, β* �

∣∣∣∣β∣∣∣∣
|α| + ∣∣∣∣β∣∣∣∣. (58)

Then, the optimal combination weights are given as Eq. 59.

W � αppWa + βppWe. (59)

Because both EWM and ANP have their limitations, this

study uses EWM and ANP to form a combined weighting

method which is used to assign weights to the indexes.

5.4 Investment decision method
calculation process

First, we determine the project library to be built and

then calculate the investment decision indexes of each side

of source–grid–load–storage. After index normalization, we

form the investment decision index matrix. The EWM is

used to assign objective weights to each index first, and then

ANP is used to assign subjective weights to each side index.

Finally, the combined value of the indexes is calculated

using the distance vector combining algorithm, and the

indexes are evaluated according to the size of the combined

value of the indexes. The calculation flow chart is shown in

the following figure.

6 Simulation and analysis

We consider the example of a power grid in a region of

southwest China where there are 16 projects to be built on the

source–grid–load–storage side. There are 49 buses and 64 branches

in the area, of which there are 4220-kV buses, 13 110-kV buses, and

23 35-kV buses. Among them, there are seven generators with a total

generation capacity of 477 MW and a total load of 470 MW. The

power-side projects are numbered as power 1, power 2, power 3, and

power 4, as shown in Table 1. The grid-side projects are numbered

as grid 1, grid 2, grid 3, and grid 4, as shown in Table 2. The load-side

projects are numbered as load 1, load 2, load 3, and load 4, as shown

in Table 3. The storage projects are numbered as storage 1, storage 2,

storage 3, and storage 4, as shown in Table 4. The loan interest rate is

0.08, and the wholesale electricity price is 0.4263 yuan/(kW·h).

6.1 Calculation of indexes

According to the index calculation method in Section 3, the

unilateral indexes and interactive indexes of each side of the

source–grid–load–storage are calculated. The unilateral indexes

are normalized, and the interactive indexes are not normalized in

order to visualize the economic benefits generated by the

interaction of each project. F1~F5 are the unilateral indexes of

each side, A1~A4 are the interactive indexes of each side, and the

values of each index are shown in Table 5.

6.2 Determine the weights

Based on the calculated indexes, the weights are calculated by

using the ANP, EWM, and combined weighting method, and the

results are shown in Table 6. As can be observed from Figure 10,

the weighting curve derived from the combined weighting

method lies between the EWM and ANP. Since the degree of

variation in the values of indexes F1~F4 of the projects to be built

on the power side is higher, the EWM assigns them larger

weights. The decision makers pay more attention to indexes

A1~A4, so the weights assigned to indexes F1~F4 under the ANP

are smaller. Similarly, in indexes A1~A4, the EWM assigns

smaller weights due to the small degree of variation in the
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values of the indexes of the projects to be built, but the decision

makers pay more attention to the interaction of indexes A1~A4,

so the ANP assigns larger weights to them. We can observe from

Figure 10 that index F1 and index F5 are too small on the power

side, index A1 is too large on the grid side, and index F5 is too

small on the load side and storage side. These too large or too

small index weights are not conducive to a comprehensive

evaluation of the overall benefits of each project to be built.

The combined weighting method can rationalize and

coordinate EWM and ANP, reduce the subjective arbitrariness

of the ANP and the objective absoluteness of the EWM, and

make the assignment results more in line with reality. The

weights calculated by the combined weighting method of the

grid side, load side, and storage side are also shown in Figure 10.

The weights calculated by the AHP are shown in Supplementary

Appendix Tables SC1–SC3.

6.3 Results of investment decisions with
different weighting methods

First, comparing the decision results of the ANP and

AHP in Table 6, we can see that the first, fifth, twelfth, and

thirteenth projects to be built in ANP and AHP are the same,

and the second project to be built in ANP is Power 1, while

Power 1 is the third project to be built in AHP. The above

situation occurs because both ANP and AHP are subjective

weighting methods that reflect the subjective preferences of

decision makers, but because ANP considers the interaction

between indexes, and the size of Power 1’s indexes exactly

matches the size of ANP’s weights.

Then comparing the decision results of ANP and EWM,

we can see that the first construction project of ANP and

EWM is both Grid 1, the second construction project of EWM

is Storage 2, While Power 1 is the second project to be built in

ANP. Because F3 and A1 indexes contain more information,

so they have more weight, while these indexes of Storage 2 are

larger. Although the ANP considers the interaction and

feedback between the indexes, it cannot reflect the

difference in information among indexes. From Table 5, we

can clearly see that Power 1 has no significant economic

advantage over Storage 2, but Storage 2 has the largest

index, F3, of all the indexes, and F3 has a large amount of

information.

Further comparing the decision results of the combined

weighting method and ANP, we can see that the first

construction project of the combined weighting method and

ANP is both Grid 1. The second construction project of ANP is

TABLE 1 Basic data of projects to be built on the power side.

Projects to be built Bus Rated power /MW Wind/photovoltaic

Power 1 45 90 Wind

Power 2 46 48.3 Wind

Power 3 47 44 Wind

Power 4 48 50 Wind

TABLE 2 Basic data of projects to be built on the grid side.

Projects to be built Bus

Grid 1 42–1

Grid 2 42–48

Grid 3 3–4

Grid 4 19–8

TABLE 3 Basic data of projects to be built on the load side.

Projects to be built Bus Rated power /MW

Load 1 45 25

Load 2 36 20

Load 3 47 18

Load 4 39 11

TABLE 4 Basic data of projects to be built on the storage side.

Projects to be built Bus Rated power /MW Rated power /MW Interaction mode

Storage 1 3 50 20 Grid–storage

Storage 2 18 50 20 Load–storage

Storage 3 43 50 20 Grid–storage

Storage 4 47 50 20 Source–storage
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Power 1, While the second construction project in combined

weighting method is Storage 2. Therefore, the combined

weighting method considers the risk preferences of decision

makers and takes into account the amount of information

contained in the indexes, and the decision results are more

reasonable.

Finally, comparing the decision results of the combined

weighting method and EWM, we can see that the

construction order of their first, second, third, fourth, fifth

projects to be built are the same, but the sixth project of the

combined weighting method is Load 3, and the sixth project of

EWM is Power 2. We can see from Table 5 that the technical

TABLE 5 Per value of indexes.

Construction
location

Projects
to be
constructed

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 A1 A2 A3 A4

Power Power 1 0.5105 0.5004 0.7197 0.7385 0.2340 20702 1,426 1.9118 10

Power 2 0.5917 0.5004 0.4077 0.3963 0.5188 11109 765 1.9113 10

Power 3 0.6240 0.5001 0.3733 0.3608 0.5829 10116 697 1.9104 10

Power 4 0.0000 0.4991 0.4200 0.4092 0.5800 11471 790 1.9064 10

Grid Grid 1 0.4943 0.5000 0.9439 0.0024 0.6700 45 243 0.2544 118

Grid 2 0.5083 0.5000 0.0175 0.2075 0.4082 1 5 0.0124 2,421

Grid 3 0.5076 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4750 0 1 0.0151 1985

Grid 4 0.4895 0.5000 0.3297 0.9782 0.3985 16 85 0.1508 199

Load Load 1 0.2989 0.8435 0.8435 0.6655 0.3908 25115 3,080 1.6759 9

Load 2 0.6748 0.0000 0.0000 0.5848 0.5348 19531 5,177 1.8358 8

Load 3 0.0000 0.5371 0.5371 0.4638 0.5328 18017 5,325 1.9270 8

Load 4 0.6748 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5266 10742 5,271 2.1633 7

Storage Storage 1 0.0375 0.4961 0.0895 0.5444 0.5133 1905 362 1.2451 16

Storage 2 0.0375 0.4654 0.9728 0.3816 0.2645 979 1,085 1.1338 18

Storage 3 0.0375 0.5020 0.0000 0.5587 0.1693 1967 373 1.2854 16

Storage 4 0.0375 0.5342 0.2135 0.4959 0.7987 1,006 346 0.7422 27

TABLE 6 Integrated investment decision results for different weighting methods.

x Overall score Construction sequence

AHP ANP EWM ANP-EWM AHP ANP EWM ANP-EWM

Power 1 0.4160 0.4869 0.4021 0.4393 3 2 3 3

Power 2 0.2758 0.2566 0.2776 0.2693 6 7 6 7

Power 3 0.2420 0.2160 0.2580 0.2389 11 8 8 8

Power 4 0.0663 0.0405 0.0623 0.0525 14 15 15 14

Grid 1 0.4565 0.6008 0.4846 0.5364 1 1 1 1

Grid 2 0.0656 0.0301 0.0661 0.0424 15 16 14 16

Grid 3 0.0539 0.0408 0.0498 0.0436 16 14 16 15

Grid 4 0.4240 0.3282 0.3955 0.3506 2 4 4 4

Load 1 0.2486 0.3165 0.2970 0.3067 9 6 5 5

Load 2 0.2184 0.1704 0.2161 0.1957 12 12 10 12

Load 3 0.2868 0.3167 0.2594 0.2850 5 5 7 6

Load 4 0.2462 0.1964 0.2276 0.2126 10 11 9 9

Storage 1 0.2715 0.2033 0.2126 0.2076 7 9 11 10

Storage 2 0.3519 0.4671 0.4495 0.4585 4 3 2 2

Storage 3 0.2654 0.1970 0.2020 0.1994 8 10 12 11

Storage 4 0.1113 0.1326 0.1359 0.1345 13 13 13 13
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indexes of Load 3 are slightly worse than that of Power 2, but its

economic indexes are much better. The disadvantage of EWM is

that it focuses too much on the information quantity of indexes

and lacks the consideration of decision makers’ preferences.

The combined weighting method has the same construction

sequence as the ANP and EWM for many projects to be

constructed, and it solves the shortcomings of the ANP which

only considers the investor’s index preference and the EWM

which only focuses on the amount of index information. It

achieves the balance of subjective and objective weighting

methods, and its decision results are more scientific and

reasonable.

7 Analysis and discussion

7.1 Result analysis

As shown in Figures 4–7, this study proposes a complex grid

investment decision index system that includes

source–grid–load–storage. The indexes of each side of the index

system are both unilateral and interactive, and through the

interaction of the interactive indexes, source–grid–load–storage

forms an organic whole, which can comprehensively evaluate the

impact of new projects on the complex grid as an entire, as shown

in Figure 1. For example, indexes A5 and A6 can both interact with

the grid side, where A5 is the main economic benefit index and A6

is the environmental and social benefit.

As observed in Figure 10, the weight of the economic indexes

(6–9) is generally larger than the weight of the technical indexes

(1–5), except for the electrochemical energy storage side, because

the ANP takes into account the psychology of decision makers

who emphasize economic efficiency by playing against the

weights decided by the EWM, thus increasing the weighting

of economic indexes in the combined weighting method. Based

on our index system and the weighting of each index, it is

important to fully consider the economic and social benefits

of the project to be built when making complex grid investment

decisions.

As can be seen from Table 5, none of the projects to be

built is in the lead for all indexes. Grid 2 and Grid 3 have

inferior technical and economic indexes, so they are ranked

low among all the projects to be built. The index A3 in Load 4

is larger than Load 1, but because its A1 significantly smaller, it

can only be ranked behind Load 1. It is clear that when

comparing projects on different sides of a complex grid

with each other, the value of all the indexes for the project

with priority construction must be comparatively large. There

is also a special case to be made, as we can see in Figure 10,

where index A1 has a decisive advantage on the grid side and

projects with a large index A1 are built first when there is little

difference in the other indexes. For example, there are many

FIGURE 10
The weights calculated by different weighting methods in the complex grid.
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indexes that Grid 1 does not dominate, but its F3 and A1 are

the largest of all indexes, so it is the first to be built.

7.2 Determinant analysis

This study presents a complex grid investment decision

method, whose main contribution is in the establishment of

an index system and study of the weighting method. The first

decisive factor is to establish a framework for a

source–grid–load–storage interaction index system. This

framework must consider the grid–source interaction, the

load–grid interaction, the source–load interaction, the

source–storage interaction, the load–storage interaction, the

grid–storage interaction, and the single-side technical indexes

on the source side, the grid side, the load side, and the

electrochemical energy storage side. In order to account for

the subjective preferences of decision makers, the index

system must include the subjective index. We think that the

indexes in the index system can be replaced with other indexes as

long as they can meet its framework. The provision is that each

side of the source–grid–load–side should have single-side indexes

and interaction indexes and that the total number of indexes

should not exceed nine in order to meet the requirements of the

AHP and other weighting methods for consistency. Of the

unilateral indexes, the first four are all technical and the last

one is all subjective. Of the interactive indexes, the first is the

primary benefit, the second is the secondary benefit, and the third

and fourth are the return on investment and payback period,

respectively. The second decisive factor is the combined

weighting method in this study, where one can choose a

subjective and an objective weighting method, and the effect

of considering the subjective–objective balance can be achieved.

However, in order to take full account of the interactions between

the various sides of the complex grid, the subjective weighting

method is best used with the ANP. It should be noted that when

the indexes in the index system change, the interactions and

feedback relationships between the indexes will also change, so

the supermatrix of the ANP needs to be recalculated.

7.3 Electrochemical energy storage
evaluation and future outlook

Electrochemical energy storage has a supporting role in the

complex grid, which is shown in Figure 1, so this requires a

analysis of its capacity and effectiveness. We observe Table 6, we

can find that the construction order of storage1 is before Grid 2,

Grid 3, which is because the integrated benefit of grid–storage

interaction is larger than the integrated benefit of load–grid

interaction. The construction sequence of storage 2 is before

load 1, load 2, load 3, and load 4, which proves that the integrated

benefit of load–storage interaction is above that of source–load.

The construction order of storage 4 is before that of power 4,

which proves that the comprehensive benefits of source–storage

interaction are above that of grid–source. We can see from the

aforementioned analysis that electrochemical energy storage can

indeed partially replace the power source, grid, and flexible load

to play a corresponding role in the complex grid. Among them,

the source–storage interaction mainly plays the role of reducing

wind and light abandonment, while the grid–storage interaction

mainly plays the role of peak shaving, and its benefit is not as

good as the load–storage interaction which earns the peak-to-

valley price difference.

The method proposed in this study does not fully take into

account the losses and depreciation on each side of the

source–grid–load–storage, which can be taken into account

in subsequent studies. In addition, this study only considers

the impact of two–two interactions in a complex grid, and the

interaction of three sides and four sides can be considered in

future studies.

8 Conclusion

In this study, a complex grid investment decision index

system under the integrated source–grid–load–storage

environment was constructed, which includes unilateral

indexes of each side of source–grid–load–storage and

interactive indexes between source–grid–load–storage. The

unilateral indexes include technical benefits, economic

benefits, and social benefits. The interactive indexes

include three aspects such as interaction benefit,

investment benefit ratio, and investment payback period.

The interactive indexes include the interactive benefits of

each side of the source–grid–load–storage, the annual return

on investment, and the payback period.

The subjectivity index is calculated using hesitation fuzzy

linguistic term sets and regret theory to fully consider the

hesitation and regret psychology of decision makers.

The game theory approach is used to combine the ANP and

EWM to form a combined weighting method, which not only

considers the different dependency and feedback relationships of

each side of source–grid–load–storage but also achieves a balance

between the subjective preferences of decision makers for indexes

and the objective situation of indexes.

The distance vector combining the algorithm is used to

calculate the integrated value of indexes for each project of the

complex grid, and the projects to be built are ranked according

to the size of the indexes.

The results show that the proposed complex grid investment

decision-making method can provide a scientific basis for complex

grid investment decision-making. Among them, the investment

decision index system proposed in this study can evaluate the

comprehensive benefits of the project to be built, and there is

good differentiation among the indexes. The weighting method
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can well-consider the index preference of decision makers and the

objectivity of the index and avoid the extreme situation that theweight

of the index is 0 due to the lack of attention of decisionmakers, which

greatly ensures the reasonableness of the weight.
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Nomenclature

EWM Entropy weight method

ANP Analytic network process

~x Triangular fuzzy number

~S The set of linguistic terms

M The number of alternatives

N The number of attributes of the subjective index

T The number of natural states

X The set of m alternatives

Y The set of n attributes

w The set of weights of the n attributes of the subjectivity index

W The set of states of nature

H The regret perception decision matrix

Skj Group utility value

Rk
j Individual regret value

Qk
j Decision values for subjective indexes

c The scale parameters

k The shape parameters

vci The cut-in wind speed

vr The rated wind speed

vco The cut-out wind speed

Pw Wind power output

PNE max The maximum power generated by new energy in a

typical day

PNE min The minimum power generated by new energy in

that day

ENE* NG The actual annual output of new energy

PNE NG The installed capacity of new energy

T 8760 hours

E* all The actual annual generation capacity of all units

kCO2 The carbon emission factor

λCO2 The unit carbon emission trading price

MNewenergy The new energy generation tariff

MCarbon The unit price of environmental revenue of new energy

generation

cwp The unit power price of photovoltaic

cww The unit power price of wind power

Ewp The rated power of photovoltaic

Eww The rated power of wind power

Tlifespanp The full life cycle of photovoltaic

Tlifespanw The full life cycle of wind power

r Social average annual return on investment

xwp% The ratio of operating cost and initial investment of

photovoltaic

xww% The ratio of operating cost and initial investment of wind

power

NL The total number of power grid lines

Lk The load rate of the ith line

L
−
The average of the load rates of NL lines

Ωl The set of all branches in the grid

Vi The voltage amplitudes of node i in the grid

Vj The voltage amplitudes of node j in the grid

ij The phase angle differences of nodes i and j in the grid.

ELoss* IE The annual incremental electricity sales

MGrid The electricity sale price

gij The conductance differences of nodes i and j in the grid.

Mreward The unit price of the reward

cg The cost per kilometer of the transmission line

Lg The length of the transmission line

Tlifespang The full life cycle of the transmission line

xg% The ratio of the operating cost of the transmission line to the

initial investment

PLoad The power of the flexible load at moment t in day D

Pi,max(t) The maximum power that can be reached after the

flexible load participates in the demand-side response at time t

Pi,0(t) The rated power that can be reached after the flexible load

participates in the demand-side response at time t

Pi(t) The actual interactive power of the flexible load

R A constant sequence

lj The number of lines whose load rate rj satisfies rj∈(Rj,Rj+1]

ELoss* Before Load The total annual loss of the grid before the

new flexible load

ELoss* After Load The total annual loss of the grid after the new

flexible load

MIDC The unit revenue of the internet data center

cl The price per unit power of the flexible load

Pl The rated power of the flexible load

Tlifespanl The full life cycle of the flexible load

xl% The ratio of the operating cost of the flexible load to the

initial investment

ce The price per unit capacity of electrochemical energy storage

cp The price per unit power of electrochemical energy storage

Estorage The rated capacity of the electrochemical energy storage

power plant

Pstorage The rated power of the electrochemical energy storage

power plant
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Tlifespan The whole life cycle of the electrochemical energy storage

power plant

xs% The ratio of operating cost of electrochemical energy storage

capacity to initial investment.

ys% The ratio of operating cost of electrochemical energy storage

power to initial investment.

EDi The electricity released during the ith discharge of the

electrochemical energy storage system

k The number of discharges of the electrochemical energy storage

device during the year.

PESS,c t The charging power of the electrochemical energy

storage at hour t

PESS,d t The discharging power of the electrochemical energy

storage at hour t

uESS t The charging characteristic variables of the

electrochemical energy storage

vESS t The discharging characteristic variables of the

electrochemical energy storage
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